
Patient care automation system

Why knopka?

Our focus is on medical care delivery automation.  We believe that by bringing  
safety for the patient’s, we provide efficiency for the hospital budget.

Plug and play starter pack

 Notifications can be turned  
off only at patients be

 Alert escalatio
 Easy task manager

Knopka App

Automated call

Service call 

Scheduled notification from HIS

 1-minute mountin
 2 years without chargin
 No need to be plugged  

into electricity

Wireless corridor lamps

 Waterproo
 Bracelet and lace included
 4 years without charging

Wireless buttons



Portfolio

Best for hospitals 
Knopka is an autonomic system - no need to distract  
from hospital operations - it will control lots  
of tasks and urgent situations

and for nursing homes
Flexible pricing and subscription model brings  
an opportunity to run modern IT and communication  
solutions without capital investment

 More than 1000 beds connected
 Public and private hospitals in Ukraine and Polan
 Ukrainian National Cancer and Pediatric hospitals
 Supplier of global foundations like UNDP

Makes sure medical staff  
is there when needed

Code blue protocol


Provide safety standart at your 
facility for emergency cases



Staff can generate instant calls  
and notification for intensive  
care tea

 Аny place in the hospital  
under contro

 The system sends notifications 
to the management if care  
delayed

Automated nurse call 
saves lives

Vitals alert
 H
 SpO
 Body temperatur
 Activity and fall detectio
 2 lead EKG detailed alerts

 HR monitor
 Activity and fall 

detection

 Control of prescription  
delivery time

Monitoring devices 

Knopka integrates  
with different systems:

HIS integration

The system generates notifications and makes  
sure medical staff is there when needed

HIS integration
 Notifications about scheduled prescription
 Control of medication in time deliver
 Cross-department communication  

and operations control

Contact us:
Knopka LLC

hello@knopka.life

+380 63 413 84 47
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